The pure, simplistic form of the Stovax View 8 Freestanding
wood burning fireplace belies the high levels of engineering

STOVAX VIEW8 FREESTANDING

and technical innovation that offers exceptional performance
and controllability. The View 8 uses Stovax’s firebox
technology to provide you higher efficiency when heating
your home. This technological advancement called
‘Cleanburn’ is achieved by preheating secondary air as it
passes through a heat exchanger chamber within the
firebox. It is then drawn into the smoke stream, where it
combusts unburnt hydrocarbons to provide a cleaner burn
and greater thermal efficiency. In additional ‘Airwash’ is part
of the firebox air flow technology. Airwash is a design feature
that uses a specially placed vent or vents to draw in cool air
from the outside to ‘wash’ over the inside of the glass. This
helps to keep the glass cleaner for longer. The View 8 has a
cast iron door and a large glass window to enjoy the burning
flames. An optional Glass Top Plate can be fitted for a more
contemporary look, and to complement the glass on the
plinth beneath the stove. The View 8 can be hearth mounted
or sited onto the optional Riva™ Bench to achieve a
distinctive look and create maximum visual impact.

HEATER OUTPUT

EFFICIENCY

EMMISSIONS

12.0 kW / 168m²

65%

1.8g/kW

HEAT TRANSFER

WARRANTY*

COLOUR

Radiant

5 years

Midnight Black Metallic

BAFFLE

FIREBRICKS

FIREBOX

5mm Plate Steel

Vermiculite Side Bricks

Plate Steel

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

VIEWING DIMENSIONS

563mm

363mm

572mm

450mm x 370mm

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

LOG SIZE

500mm

270mm

350mm

500mm

FLUE DIAMETER

FLUE LOCATION

TOP FLUE CENTRE TO BACK

REAR FLUE CENTRE TO FLOOR

6 inches 153mm

Top or Rear Option

105mm

449mm

Machine Dimensions

Internal Fire Box

AS2918 TESTING CONFIGURATION
Pioneer Double Mounted Flue Shield
Clearances (based on the installation of a Pioneer Double Mounted Flue Shield)
REAR with rear heat shield

REAR without heat shield

SIDE with rear/side heat shield

SIDE without heat shield

200mm

650mm

350mm

500mm

FRONT

SIDE

HEARTH MATERIAL

400mm

200mm

6mm Cement Sheet

Hearth Requirements

In the interest of product development, Stovax reserves the right to change product specifications. * Exclusions and Limitations apply

